Business Member Statement for UN Global Plastics Treaty Negotiations

Corporations have historically had an outsized impact on plastic use and therefore pollution by creating and selling products made of or packaged in plastic. However, many companies are challenging business as usual and are making the necessary shift to eliminate plastics from products, supply chains, and operations.

As Plastic Pollution Coalition Business Members, we urge negotiators to adopt a Global Plastics Treaty that supports businesses that are leading the transition to a regenerative circular economy. These are businesses that:

✔ Acknowledge that downstream intervention strategies are NOT a realistic solution to our plastic pollution crisis, and thus focus on source reduction and reuse as necessary actions
✔ Are monitoring, reporting, and drastically reducing their plastic footprint in all facets of their business operations, from products and packaging to purchasing agreements and office practices
✔ Are continuously searching for and/or investing in nontoxic, regenerative and reusable alternatives to single-use plastic

The Treaty must also center communities and recognize that small, local solutions that are almost always best suited to meet local needs. Local businesses drive local economies and prevent further social and environmental destruction.

Many of the top polluters make false commitments that are continuously broken, while they ramp up production every year to generate profits. We urge negotiators to prioritize businesses that are driving systemic change focused on reduction.
It is time for us to set a new precedent with a Global Plastics Treaty that will uplift businesses worldwide that operate on the premise that human and environmental health must be safeguarded above all else.

Thank you.

Signatories:

Ahimsa
Axiology
Aya
Baleena
Beast Feast
Better Choice Costumes, LLC
Blueland
ChicoBag and To-Go Ware
Doggy Do Good
Dri Umbrellas
EarthHero
Eco-Baggeeze LLC
EcoPlum
Fillgood
Gaia Guy
Green Eco Dream LLC
Impact Karma
Kate Mcleod
Lava Linens, LLC
Life Without Plastic
LOLIWARE
Meliora Cleaning Products
Mio Reggio LLC
Mondo Insieme
Next Highest Good
Notpla
O'land
Open Space Real Estate

Open Water
Pirani Life
Plaine Products
Pooch Snoozer LLC
Poppits LLC
PROWL Studio
R Buy Smart Refill
REUSA-WRAPS Reusable Logistics
Solutions LLC
Reusable Planet
Stardust Sustainables
Sustain LA
Sway
Shop Without Plastic
The Green Garmento LLC
Tiny Textiles Wilder Color
USEFULL
Wappa Paddle Boards Ltd.